20 percent of faculty get mid-year raise

MIchigan State University

by Delores Maru

As the new academic year moves forward, we see a steady increase in the number of faculty members receiving raises. Approximately 25 percent of the 1,300 faculty members have received raises. The total amount available for raises is $220,000. As a group, we are very pleased with this outcome.

Who are the recent recipients that received raises?

The raises are being given to faculty members in the departments of the University's policy of keeping educational quality high. This is to ensure that we are able to attract and retain the best possible faculty members. To do this, we need to offer competitive salaries and benefits.

In a letter to the State Board of Education, Department of Public Instruction, Secretary of State, State Board of Education, and Governor's Committee on Higher Education, the state's education commissioner, the department's professor, and the Detroit Free Press, stated that the majority of the faculty members who received raises were those who had multiple degrees or were teaching in multiple courses.

To what extent do these changes affect the students?

In another letter to the State Board of Education, Secretary of State, State Board of Education, and Governor's Committee on Higher Education, the state's education commissioner, the department's professor, and the Detroit Free Press, stated that the majority of the faculty members who received raises were those who had multiple degrees or were teaching in multiple courses.

WHAT'S COMING UP

The development of a new policy on the use of graduate assistants in the departments of the University's policy of keeping educational quality high. This is to ensure that we are able to attract and retain the best possible faculty members. To do this, we need to offer competitive salaries and benefits.

An article in the New York Times, titled "How to Balance Work and Life," by Annalyn Maru, discusses the importance of finding a balance between work and personal life. She suggests that taking time off, such as vacation, can be beneficial for both personal and professional well-being.

An article in the New York Times, titled "How to Balance Work and Life," by Annalyn Maru, discusses the importance of finding a balance between work and personal life. She suggests that taking time off, such as vacation, can be beneficial for both personal and professional well-being.

In conclusion, we are pleased with the recent raises for our faculty members. We believe these changes will have a positive impact on the quality of education we provide to our students.
In the last twenty years, only one newspaper has won more Pulitzer Prizes than The Des Moines Register.
Co-ed ed renamed 'serenity'

S.C. governor urges school desegregation

**MILLIKEN CHALLENGE**

**'Conflictual' urgent**

One million said the Michigan Press Association hadn't been violent enough in its protest. They were right. But Michigan State University president N. Jay Milliken said there could be no more violence. "We are moving toward a situation in which group identity is being accentuated."

**Excelling in tofu**

**Queso Fundido**

The results of the investigation of the killing of a 30-year-old man were reported on Tuesday. The suspect, identified as John Doe, was arrested for murder and later released on bail. The police are continuing their investigation.
EDITORIALS

Mis-educational use of the TV lecture

The student at MSU is hard pressed to find more than a handful of small classes led by a stimulating professor who professes an intrinsic desire to learn and social interaction among students. The ever increasing use of television lectures and television by a precious situation ever more pronounced.

One highly questionable use of the televised lecture as a means for effective teaching is the Mandelstamm lecture for Economics 200. Dr. Mandelstamm, on four separate occasions, has used the same Economics 200 lectures for a test by the Economics Dept. over stations to a great number of class sections. While Dr. Mandelstamm was accessible to students in the fall quarter, this will not be the case for the following quarters.

Although the Economics Dept. has decided to continue this "experiment," Dr. Mandelstamm's lectures during spring quarter, there are many important questions to ask. Is a professor shrinking his teaching responsibility by being inaccessible to student problems and course questions? Is it logical for anyone to profit by paying for television lectures while he is on leave - and being paid for that leave - from an institution? How can a student know that information given in televised lectures - topics in this quarter as before - is still, factual, relevant and not misleading or entirely erroneous?

Plight of the groundhog: may he rest in peace

As we gaze across this broad and beautiful land, with rolling hills and picturesque fields, it is easy to see why this today is the day, the event for which the groundhog is waiting. Today is groundhog day.

Traditionally, we all await the appearance of the groundhog, hoping that he doesn't see his shadow - the bad omen that lies ahead a long and many equinox of the play of water.

This year, however, we are concerned that the groundhog is no possible way the groundhog could be our shadow. The groundhog could not be the drudger or the empty one, waiting for you, the student, to walk by.

For the rest of us earthlings, the groundhog's day is an important one.

Some sources indicate that the groundhog has decided against venturing forth today into the cold world of his past and present. Instead, he has become a living symbol of the industrial age of the winter, a symbol of the spring, and is currently sick in bed.

We, therefore, believe that the groundhog has suddenly caught a strange nerve disease from the SDY in the ground, and is currently sick in bed.

In all, there are four sources that the groundhog has decided against venturing forth today into the cold world of his past and present. Instead, he has become a living symbol of the industrial age of the winter, a symbol of the spring, and is currently sick in bed.

The Editors
'Togetherness' joins blacks

By KAREN FITZGERALD
State News Assistant Editor

A wealth of thundering horns, bongos, clapping and outstretched arms were part of the on-gong togetherness among all present.

This program, presented by the Special Projects department of the Office of Black Affairs, was emceed by Charles Dillard, director of African-American Initiatives.

Ebonites sounds

Ebonites defeats direct the Ebonites in a series of songs by black composers. The choir performed during the program, "Togetherness," presented Friday at the Union.

State News photo by Carl Wall

PLAY EYES ATTITUDES

Afro-Americans studied

A two-act play focusing on the attitudes of contemporary African-American students, "American Eyes," will open March 9 at Potter Theater. The play will be performed in three large American cities and at many universities. The young playwright's most novel aspect is the use of the black dialect.

A recent graduate of the University of Michigan, Mr. Sargent will be the second black student to graduate from the School of Arts and Sciences at Michigan State University.

He was educated at Michigan State University and received his degree in psychology. His thesis dealt with the relationship between the attitudes of black students and their academic performance.

"American Eyes" was written by Mr. Sargent and produced by Black Actors and Writers Inc. The play is being sponsored by the Michigan State University and is a joint effort of several black groups.

During the remaining weeks of winter term, the theater will conduct an Interdisciplinary Study Program led by Mr. Sargent. Each of the five shows will have a focus on a specific aspect of black culture.

The first show will be "The Black Experience," which will be presented at 8 p.m. and will feature black actors and actresses. The second show will be "The Black Family," which will be presented at 7:30 p.m. and will feature black families from various parts of the world.

The third show will be "The Black Church," which will be presented at 8 p.m. and will feature black church members. The fourth show will be "The Black Child," which will be presented at 7:30 p.m. and will feature black children. The fifth show will be "The Black Community," which will be presented at 8 p.m. and will feature black community leaders.

The theater will also present a special program, "The Black Experience," which will be presented at 8 p.m. and will feature black actors and actresses. The program will be presented in the form of a series of short plays, each dealing with a different aspect of black life.

Tickets for all shows will be available at the Union Ticket Office. For more information, please call 335-5000.

HELP FIGHT CLEAN BREATH-
HAVE A "DRAGON-MOUTH"

PIZZA
TONIGHT

at the
Gables

6 p.m. - 2 a.m.
in the
SHOW BAR

MSU LECTURE - CONCERT SERIES SPECIAL

Lillian Gish In Person

"A theatrical experience that should not be missed."

N.Y. TIMES

"This Lillian Gish evening provides a fascinating glimpse of the early cinema as well as a tribute to one of its all-time greats. Lillian Gish offers a lovely running commentary about the stellar personalities of the silent screen. It was fascinating, and the capacity crowd awarded the star a standing ovation."

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

Monday, February 2, 1970

Lillian Gish & The Movies

with Miss Gish in person and a program of rare early films including Griffith, Chaplin, Keaton.

Tickets on sale at Union Ticket Office.
When you've got a company that's run by engineers, this is what it looks like.

Four-fifths of our management at Hughes-Futronics are engineers. So we're technically oriented. As the chart shows, 25% of the staff are engineers. They're involved in all aspects of our business. They're involved in our field of large information systems. Another 10% have technical support assignments. We've set up a situation where the engineers can do the full range of technical work. They can do all the technical work from the design stage to the final production stage.

A Hughes-Futronics employee. (Photo: Hughes-Futronics)

---

**Got No Time?**

**Midwinter Cleaning Special**

20% OFF

HERE'S HOW TO SAVE:

1. Pick up a new bag from either our General Store or our online store.
2. Fill it up with all your old clothes, shoes, and accessories.
3. Take it to our store, and we'll give you a 20% discount on your purchase.

**UNION CAFE**

Monday through Saturday - Lunch: 11:30 - 1:30
Sunday Dinner 6:00 - 9:00

**HUGHES**

Campus Interviews February 16

An easy opportunity for M/F employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

---

**Second half spark**

MSU's Rodney Benjamin banned past Minnesota's Larry Martin for an undisclosed reason. Benjamin helped bring the second-half Spartan rally that fell short in the last minute. (State News photo by Richard Westen)

**S Sophos top varsity marks**

MSU's championship efforts paid off with a 13-7 win over Michigan State in the first game. The Spartans scored 68 points, and the Buckeyes scored 55. (State News photo by Richard Westen)
Illini leave mats as ‘S’ romps, 40-0

By GARY WALKOWICZ

State Journal-Register

A restricting afternoon of wrestling for Illinois ended
when Illini Coach Don Schmitter
led his team to a 40-0 victory over
Wisconsin and with it the only
chance the two teams had
of posting a worthwhile victory.
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MILLIKEN OFFERS TRIBUTE

ROTC anniversary cited

BY CYNTHIA NEAL
State News Staff Writer

Gov. Milliken has Friday congratulated Col. John P. Burman, president of military science, and the nearly 2,000 ROTC students in Michigan on their 150th anniversary of college training.


"Join you, and the nearly 2,000 ROTC students in Michigan, in paying tribute to the thousands of ROTC graduates who have served in the armed forces in the nation's wars and in times of national emergency," the letter read.

While Milliken was the only individual represented at the presentation, the governor was addressing himself to the Michigan campuses which have the program.

Adams proposed for AAUP award

Charles P. Lamme, professor of economics and Friday and his son Byron Groves, and president of economics, announced this week's removal of the personal administration of the year. Professor Lamme received the national American Economic Association Award of the American John, University of Iowa.

The award is presented each year to the one member of the management or administration or teaching, or a benefactor of the university, who is judged to have performed an outstanding contribution to the university.

Lamme had solicited the

SN correction on positions

In the Jan. 30 article "Health asks parents on TV appointments," it was reported that Milton L. Bausch, who was present at the research development, and Gordon A. Bausch, who was present at special projects, were given positions as a result of their duties.

We wish to make it clear that both Bausch and Fables both academic positions before they were appointed as administrative positions. The actions only followed the academic appointments.